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Standard Young tableaux

Note: 



Hook-length formula

Note:  dozens of proofs, notably 
NPS bijection and  GNW hook walk

Note:  variations for shifted Young 
tableaux and increasing trees.



Stanley’s q-HLF

RPP =  reverse plane partitions

Note:  Stanley’s thm  =>  HLF,  MacMahon’s formula
Stanley’s hook-content formula is a generalization
=>  product formula for #(lozenge tilings of a hexagon)

Bijective proof: Hillman-Grassl bijection’76, 
Geometric RSK [Gansner’80],  [P.’01]



Super analogue of Stanley’s q-HLF

SSYT =  semistandard Young tableaux

SuperSSYT =  semistandard Young 
supertableaux (symplectic tableaux) Note:  jeu-de-taquin type combinatorial proof,

algebraic proof in [Molchanov’92], [Thibon’92]
RHS = l-colored HOMFLY polynomial of the 
unknot  [Gorsky-Gukov-Stošić’18]



GNW hook walk

Note:  GNW used HW to give a new proof of HLF.  The 2-dim bubble
sorting (NPS bijection) gives another way to sample uniform SYTs



Kerov’s q-hook walk

Note: Garsia-Haiman’98 defined a (q,t)-HW to sample according to Macdonald polynomials



CKP weighted hook walk

Note: For                      we get the (usual) HW,  for                                we get  Kerov’s q-HW

Note: For                            we get a (q,t)-identity which computes equivariant quantum 
cohomology of the  Hilbert scheme                                   [Okounkov-Pandharipande’04]

Note:  Related multivariate formulas appear in proofs of HLF by  [Kirillov’92],  [Vershik’92], [Zeilberger’84] 



Kerov’s segment sampling

Note:  Variation on Pittel’s hook walk, and external hook walk by GNW.
Can be used to sample from the Plancherel distribution

http://www.mathnet.ru/php/archive.phtml?wshow=paper&jrnid=faa&paperid=698&option_lang=eng


Naruse hook-length formula (NHLF)

excited move

Note: algebraic proof via 
factorial Schur functions.
NHLF has no direct proof,
q-NHLF has HG-type bijection

(q-NHLF)



K-hook-length formula (K-HLF)

Note: Algebraic proof via  factorial Grothendieck polynomials  =
double Grothendieck polynomials for Grassmannian permutations

Note: Originally motivated by the K-theory Schubert calculus
of the Grassmannian [Lascoux-Schützenberger’82]

Note:



q-K-Naruse hook-length formula (q-K-NHLF)




